Selecting relevant features from the electronic health record for clinical code prediction.
A multitude of information sources is present in the electronic health record (EHR), each of which can contain clues to automatically assign diagnosis and procedure codes. These sources however show information overlap and quality differences, which complicates the retrieval of these clues. Through feature selection, a denser representation with a consistent quality and less information overlap can be obtained. We introduce and compare coverage-based feature selection methods, based on confidence and information gain. These approaches were evaluated over a range of medical specialties, with seven different medical specialties for ICD-9-CM code prediction (six at the Antwerp University Hospital and one in the MIMIC-III dataset) and two different medical specialties for ICD-10-CM code prediction. Using confidence coverage to integrate all sources in an EHR shows a consistent improvement in F-measure (49.83% for diagnosis codes on average), both compared with the baseline (44.25% for diagnosis codes on average) and with using the best standalone source (44.41% for diagnosis codes on average). Confidence coverage creates a concise patient stay representation independent of a rigid framework such as UMLS, and contains easily interpretable features. Confidence coverage has several advantages to a baseline setup. In our baseline setup, feature selection was limited to a filter removing features with less than five total occurrences in the trainingset. Prediction results improved consistently when using multiple heterogeneous sources to predict clinical codes, while reducing the number of features and the processing time.